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ABSTRACT 
We consider spectral properties of several infinite-dimensional matrices and show 
that matrices of this type can be used as a representative model for the Gram operator 
of a sesquilinear form. The representation is applied to the study of the completeness 
problem of an eigenvector system for a G-self-adjoint operator. 0 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The completeness problem of an eigenvector system for completely 
continuous operators plays an important role in a general operator theory. 
One of the subjects connected with this area belongs to the spectral theory of 
operators acting in a space with indefinite metric. For the terminology and 
history of this subject, see the monograph [l]. We shall consider a Hilbert 
space 3 with an ordinary scalar product (*, * ) and a Herrnitian sesquilinear 
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form [*, * ] = (G * , * 1 where G is a bounded self-adjoint operator with respect 
to (a, * > such that zero does not belong to its point spectrum, and we shall 
study some properties of bounded linear operators acting in this space. 
Usually, the operator G is called the Gram operator. The term “form [e, . 1” 
will mean “Hermitian sesquilinear form [*, * 1.” Let us recall that the form 
[a, * ] is called reg&r if the operator G- ’ exists as a bounded operator, and 
it is called singular if zero belongs to the continuous spectrum of G. An 
operator A is called G-self-adjoint if for all x, y E z we have [ AX, y ] = 
[x, Ay]. In his paper [2], R. K”h u ne considered the following class A+: 
A E A+ iff for all 0 it x E%’ and [x, x] = 0 we have [Ax, x] > 0. It was 
shown that if A E A+ then there exists a real number I_L such that the 
operator A - /.LZ is G-nonnegutiue, i.e., for all x EX we have [(A - 
/.~l)r, x] > 0. In the mentioned paper Kiihne proved the following theorem: 
K~~HNE THEOREM. LA the form [a, - ] be regular, let B E Ai, and let 
there exist a natural number n such that B” is’ a completely continuous 
operator. Then there exists a G-orthonormalined system {e}; such that for all 
x E Z there is a representation 
Bx = 2 Ak[ek, ek][x, ek]ek. 
k=l 
(1) 
In this paper we shall show that the condition of regularity for the form 
[o, * ] cannot be omitted. Towards this aim we shall construct a model of a 
positive but not uniformly positive Gram operator as an infinite-dimensional 
matrix of a special form. For this purpose we shall present some estimates for 
the eigenvalue systems of the above matrices. The symbol a( A) will denote 
the spectrum of the operator (or matrix) A. 
2. ESTIMATE OF MATRIX EIGENVALUES 
LEMMA 1. Let { hk}; and { &y be two sequences of numbers, where the 
sequence { AkIT = O is positiz;e and bounded, and CT= 1 I & I2 < 30. Then the 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . 
p,, 0 0 ‘.. A, ..* 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
(2) 




Proof. Since the operator A is positive, all matrices IluJl; k-0 for 
n = O,l,... must have positive determinant. It is easy to calculate that 
n 1 &I2 
det IlU,,Ij;,+” = fi*, - ,$,C A,. 
0 1 1 
Since the product n; Ak is positive, we have h,, > c;l I &12/hk, and hencp 
A,, 2 CT l pk12/hk. So let 6 = {Sk}; be a sequence from 1,. Then 
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The established identity proves our lemma both as to necessity and as to 
sufficiency. ??
LEMMAS. Let { hk& and { ,LQ.)~ be two sequences of numbers, 
Ak = hk, Ak+l > Ak+z > ... > 0 (k=0,1,2 ,... ), 
Then the matrix (2) def anes on the sequence space 1, a completely continuous 
operator. Futhermore, if { uk}T= 0 is the eigenvalue sequence of this operator, 
where eve y eigenvalue is taken according to its multiplicity, vk+ 1 > vk , 
k = 0, 1,2, . . . , then the infinite product l-I;= 0 hk/ vk converges. 
Proof. The correctness of the first part of the lemma is clear from 
Lemma 1. Therefore we study the distribution of eigenvalues for the infinite 
matrix A. Firstly consider the particular case Z-L, # 0 for all n = 1,2, . . . and 
find for this case the characteristic determinant (see [3]) of A,, = Ilajklly k-0: 
det(Z -zA,) = _i’I(l -ZAk) -~2~~~k~Z~=@~+k(i -zA,L) z9n(z)* 
0 1 
(3) 
Note that for real z < Ai1 we have sign(1 - z A,) = 1 and for z > A[ ’ we 
have sign(1 - zh,) = - 1. From this remark and from (3) we obtain the 
following relations 
sign9”(0) = 1, p,,(l/h) # 0, 
sign .9,,( l/A,) = ( - 1)” (k = 1,2,...) 
(4) 
On the other hand, the coefficient for z”+’ in the polynomial S’,,(Z) is equal 
(- l)"+ ’ det A,. From this and from (4) we have that there exist numbers 
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A:“’ such that 
q@/A(kn)) = 0 (k = O,l,...), 
Al”’ > A, > A\“’ > *.. > A,, > A’“’ (5) TL . 
As long as the number of solutions obtained for the equation 9( z> = 0 
equals the degree of the polynomial =?( z 1, we have that the spectrum of A II 
is simple and a(A,) = IA(kn Furth er, it is well known (see, for instance, 
[3]) that for a fixed k = 0, 1, . . . the sequence { Avn)}z= k has a finite limit vi 
and cr( A) = {v~}:. From (5) we have (the operator A is a kernel operator) 
Thus det( I - (l/A,) A) # 0, and by virtue of (5) 
Ak+j < vk < 'k < vk-l (k = 1,2,...). (7) 
From (7) we have that the spectrum of A is simple. Note also that we 
obtained the inequalities (7) using only the positiveness of the matrix A. 
As is known, 
” / k,f 
eAp)=detA,,= ohi- o”kc,. 
1 I 
Then 
By virtue of (51, from the last estimate we have that for 1 < m < n 
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Let us fx m and consider n + 03. Then l-I: Q/A, 2 S. This inequality 
implies convergence of the product Fit vk/Ak. 
Now let us go to the general case and suppose that there exists k such 
that pk = 0. Then for this k we have A, E (T(A). Thus o(A) = {Ank}~+ U 
c+(A,), where {hn,)ku,r is the set of all h,k such that /.L,,~ = 0, (Y < m, and A, 
is the matrix which is obtained from the matrix A by elimination of all rows 
and columns with numbers ( nk}Fz 1. This completes the proof. ??
Now let us go on to show that the condition A, > ICY= 1 1 /..~l’/hk in 
Lemma 2 cannot be changed in 
CT= 1 I pk 12/& and CT= 1 I I-Q/& I 
B 
eneral to the system of conditions A,, = 
= m. 
LEMMAS. Let { hk}y be a positive number sequence such that A, + 1 < A,, 
k = 1,2, . . . , C;= 1 A, < m, and let there exist a number N such that for all 
k>N 
k-l 
’ A’ n=ln(l -An/A,+,) + j+,n(I - :',A, ) <' 
(8) 
n +1 
Zf in this case p,, = A,/ 6, n = 1,2, . . . , and A, = Cz= 1 A,/n, then for 
the naturally ordered eigenvalue sequence (v,}: of the matrix A from (2) we 






- > 1, 
n+1 A 
71 = 1,2,... (9) 
nil 
Proof. Let us recall (see the proof of Lemma 2) that all eigenvalues of 
the matrix A are simple and satisfy the inequalities (7). By transforming the 
product IIF (1 - zAk) according to the particular expression for A, we get 
f$l-zAx)= 1-z: y 
i n=l ” 
lyI(l - ZAk) 
+ .Z2 2 1 &ji+k (l - “n)’ 
k=l 
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Hence by virtue of (6) we have 
det(Z - zA) = o(1 - “A,) - z 
Above we noted that the k th root of the function det( Z - :A) (i.e. 1/ vk > is 
strictly between the points l/A, and l/h,+, and therefore coincides with 
the corresponding root of the function 
f(z) = z-1 - CA,li-‘(1 - zAk)-’ 
(we take into account the particular choice of /..+), since this function is 
determined for all z except z = 0, z = l/A,, k = 1,2,. . . , and has the 
form [f(.z>/z] n; (1 - zh,) = det(Z - zA). Let us find the approximate 
value of a root of this function which is located between A, and A, + , . 
Denote this value as .z;, and consider z; as a root of the equation 
Ak Ak+1 
k(1 - Z/i,) + (k + l)(l - zA~+~) =” 
From the last equation we have 
z; = 
A,(k + 1) + A,+,k 
A,A,+,(zk + 1) ’ 
It is easy to check that 
1 
~ <3, 
‘; k+J A 
k = 1,2,... . 
Note also that the function 
fkcz) = 
Ak 
n= ,, n:k,k+, k(1 - zAk) 
(l(J) 
is a nondecreasing function if z E (l/A,, l/A,+ ,). Therefore we have [set 
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(S)] the following chain of inequalities: 




4 c n=l 41 - 4dhk+l) + .=$+2 n(l - :/A,,,) ” 
On the other hand 
From this we have .z; < l/vk < l/Ak+r. A joint consideration of the last 
inequality and the inequality (10) completes the proof. ??
REMARK 4. The condition (8) isn’t very burdensome. For instance, it is 
fulfilled for k > N if for all n = N - 1, N, . . . the inequality A,/A, + i > 3 
holds. 
REMARK 5. Let lim,, _m A,, ,/A, = 0. In this case the condition (8) is 
fulfilled and hence the relation v,/A,+ r is bounded. For this reason 
lim n+m %/A, = 0 and thus the infinite product l-l:,, A,/v, diverges. So 
we show the correctness of the remark before Lemma 3. 
COROLLARY 6. Let {A,}; be a subsequence of the sequence { 1/3”)~= 0, 
and let A be the infinite matrix 
L-1 CY 
CY *Ll 
A, A, -a- 
&2 - *l hi- . . . 
A, 0 .** 
A, 0 *** 
. . 
0 0 .** 
A, ... 
_ Pi . . . 
0 . . . 
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where A, = Cz=, h,/n, cr = Cz=, A,/ 6, A_, > IL:= ,A,. If IGkl~=o is 
the eigenvalue sequence of this matrix as an operator in l,, where evey 
eigenvalue is taken according to its multiplicity, 6,, , 2 6,, k = 0, 1,2, . . . , 
then there exist two constants c and C such that 
A 
O<C< n+l <c, 
cl 
n= -l,O,l,... . 
Proof. First of all we shall show the matrix A defines a positive operator 
in the space 1,. Let 0 # 5 = { &JY I E 1,. Then 
+ 2Re 
Next, the matrix A which was introduced in Lemma 1 is a part (for 
/_L,, = A,,/ 6) of the matrix A, and the conditions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled 
for A. Thus for the eigenvalue set of the matrix A the inequalities (9) hold. 
Let U be an orthogonal matrix which reduces the matrix A to a diagonal 
form, i.e. 
U*AU = 
YO 0 . . . 0 . . . 
0 VI ... 0 . . . 
. . . 
. . 
0 0 . . : ;,, . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Let us denote 
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--I 
CL, 0 0 0 
. . . . . . 
\ . . . . 
where the sequence { && doesn’t depend on A_,. Since the 
. . . l-4 *** 
. . . 0 . . . 
. . . 0 . . . 
. . . 0 . . . 
. . 
. . . v, ... 
. . 
matrix A’ 
defines a positive operator for any h_ i > Ct = i. A,, we have according to 
Lemma 1 the following inequality: C: = a I /i,, I’/ v, < C: = 1 A, < h _ 1. For the 
completion of the proof it remains to use Lemma 2, changing A for A’. ??
3. APPLICATIONS TO G-SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS 
Now we come to applications of the above results to the theory of 
completely continuous operators. Below we shall use the notions mentioned 
in the introduction. First of all let us remark that since we study a complete- 
ness problem of an eigenvector system for some linear operator, a concrete 
form of a Hilbert scalar product (*, * > in Z? isn’t essential for us, and we can 
change it. On the other hand, if we change this scalar product, we must save 
the topology generated by the initial scalar product. We shall call two 
different scalar products in one linear space topologically equivalent if the 
corresponding norms generate the same topology. Now let us mention the 
following lemma established in [4]. 
REDUCTION LEMMA. Let the form [., . ] be singular, and let {A:}:= 1 
and {hk}y= 1 be two sequences of real numbers such that 
(i) Al > 0, A; < 0, k = 1,2,. . . ; 




cc, cc- Ak cc, k = 1,2,... 
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Then there exists a scalar product (*, * ), topologically equivalent to the ini- 
tial scalar product and connected with the form [*, * ] by the formula [a, ’ 1 = 
(G, . , * I1 such that the set cr(G,)\ {0} is an infinite subset of the .set 
{qI;=, u {&J:=l. 
Let us remark that an analog of this lemma for the regular case is well 
known (see, for instance, [l]) and in the above analog the set {A:};= , U 
i&l;=, can be changed to the two-point set 1 - I, I}. 
Below the term subspace means (everywhere) a closed linear set. 
COROLLARY 7. Let thefkm [a, . ] be singular. Then there exist 
(i) a new scalar product (*, . )1 which i.s topologically equivalent to the 
initial scalar product, 
(ii) a new Gram operator G, of the form [., . ] corresponding to this 
scalar product, 
(iii) an invariant subspace Y of the operator G, , 
(iv) an orthonormalized basis {ek): 1 with respect to the scalar product 
(-, . I1 
such that the restriction of G, on 9 has the matrix representation &A- with 
respect to { ek}Y 1, where A has the form (11) and A- satisfies all conditions of 
Corolla y 6. 
Proof. First of all let us consider the space 2 in the form 3 = X_ @ .Z+ 1 
where Z_ and E+ are invariant subspaces of the Gram operator G corre- 
sponding to the negative and positive parts of its spectrum respectively. Since 
$fo;y c., . 1 1s singular, at least one of the operators G- = GIS or 
z+ does not have a bounded inverse operator. Without loss ot 
generality we can assume that the space X+ has infinite dimension and zero 
belongs to the continuous spectrum of G+. Let us apply Corollary 6 to the 
restriction of the form [e, . ] on the subspace R+. As a result we get a new 
scalar product (e, . ); on Z+ and a Gram operator CT such that [., . I/y, = 
ce: . , * 1; , de:> \ (01 = {A,E=, c {l/39;= ,. 
Let us select the system { g,,}z= 1 of eigenvectors of d: , i.e. G:g,, = A,, g,, 
(&, g,); = 1, n = 1,2,. . . . Note that this system is generally incomplete. 
since we select one and only one eigenvector for each eigenvalue. Now let us 
form the subspace 9 as the closed linear span of { g,,}z_ 1 and denote by .P 
the orthogonal [with respect to (*, - >;I complement in Z+ of 9. Next let us 
fix a number A_, in the matrix A in (11) m accordance with the conditions of 
Corollary 6, and let us introduce a new scalar product (., >, in 2 by the 
formulas (g:,,, g,), = A,/G?, , n = 1.2, . . . . It is clear that the scalar product 
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(e, * )i is topologically_equivalent to the scalar product (*, * >; . Let us rename 
as Y the subspace 9 with the new scalar product (*, * jl. In this case for the 
form [*, * 119 we have the representation 
where cr(Gg) \ (0) = {E,Jz=, and GFg, = $,,g,, n = 1,2,. . . . Thus the 
operator Gg has a diagonal matrix representation with respect to the 
orthonormalized basis { dmg,,}z= 1 with the set IS}:= i as a sequence of 
major diagonal elements. On the other hand, the mentioned matrix is similar 
(by virtue of Corollary 6) the matrix A from (11). Thus there exists an 
orthonormalized basis {ek)y= _ i such that the operator Gy has with respect 
to this basis the matrix representation (11). The principal part of the proof is 
now complete. 
In conclusion let us set (*, * ),fyf = (*, . >; and (+, * ),1x-= (., . >. ??
Corollary 7 implies we can consider the matrix A from (11) as a model of 
a Gram operator. Thus we can pass now to the description of the results 
mentioned in the introduction concerning the Kiihne theorem. 
Now let us reformulate Corollary 7 in a more convenient form. Before- 
hand we remind the reader that a subspace 9 from the space 3 with a form 
[*, * ] is called projectively complete [l] (or orthocomplemented [5]> if Z= 
_P[i]3 . [ ’ 1 There are some well-known criteria for projective completeness 
(see, for instance, [5] and [6]), but for our aims it is more convenient to use 
the following criterion used in [4] and [7]. 
CRITERION OF PROJECTIVE COMPLETENESS. The subspace _Y is projec- 
tively complete ijf in A? it is possible to define a new scalar product such that 
it is topologically equivalent to the initial scalar product and 9 is an 
invariant subspace for the Gram operator of the form [a, * ] with respect to the 
new scalar product. 
Note also that a system {e,]z=, is a Riesz basis in Z iff in Zit is possible 
to define a new scalar product, equivalent to the initial scalar product, such 
that this system is an orthonormalized basis with respect to the new scalar 
product. 
LEMMA 8. Let the form [e, * ] be singular. Then there exist a projectively 
complete subspace 9 and a Riesz basis {e,.}y= _ I of this subspace such that 
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the restriction of the form_ [a, . ] on the subspace 9 has a Gram operator with 
mattir representation fA with respect to {ek}T,, 
and Aj@lls all conditions of Corollary 6. 
where A has the form (11) 
Proof. First of all let us remark that without loss of generality we can 
suppose all conditions listed in Corollary 7 for the scalar product (-, . I1 are 
fulfilled directly for the scalar product (., . ). In this case it is easy to check 
#ll =pl) and since it is clear that 9’ is projectively complete, the rest is 
plain. ??
Now let us recall that an operator A is called G-positive (with respect to 
the form [., . ]> if [AX, x] > 0 for all x # 0. The existence lemma described 
below apparently belongs to mathematical folklore. It is easy to show its 
correctness, for instance with the help of a formal representation (1) and an 
existence theorem for unconditional basis which was established in [4]. 
EXISTENCE LEMMA. For an arbitrary form [., . ] on a separable Hilbert 
space there exists a completely continuous G-positine operator with a com- 
plete eigenvector system which is an unconditional basis. 
Denote by Z:(A) the closed linear span of the eigenvectors of the 
operator A, and by 9(A) the range of this operator. 
THEOREM 9. For an arbitrary singularf;,rm [e, * ] on a separable Hilbert 
space Z there exists a completely continuous G-positive (with respect to this 
form) operator B such that S?(B) c 8_(B). 
Proof. According to Lemma 8 let us represent the space X in the form 
2 = 9[ + I@ ’ I, where for Y all the conditions of Corollary 7 are fulfilled, 
and let us fix a Riesz basis {ek}y= ~, in Y such that the restriction of the form 
[ ., . ] on 9 has a Gram operator with the matrix representation *A in the 
form (11). Without loss of generality we can consider the case +A only. Now 
let us suppose 
Be-, = e,, 
Be,, = 
Be, = $ek, k = 1,2,... . 
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By a virtue of the definition of B for an arbitrary 0 # x = cy= _ 1 yk ek (it iS 
clear x E .Y) we have 
m hk 





y-1 + 2 + Yk > ‘* 
Thus we have constructed the required operator on the subspace 9. To 
complete the proof of the theorem it is enough to determine on the subspace 
P’t ’ 1 the operator B as a G-positive completely continuous operator accord- 
ing to the existence lemma. W 
The following theorem does not use the techniques of matrix models, but 
is closely connected with Theorem 9. 
THEOREM 10. For an arbitrary singular form [*, * ] on a separable 
Hilbert space &4 there exists completely continuous G-positive operator B 
with the eigenvalue set (hk}T= 1 and the corresponding eigenvector set {g,&= 1 
such that &Y(B) =X, but the series (compare it with (1)) 
it hk[ek7 eklbT eklek 
k=l 
(12) 
diverges at least for one vector x ~2 
Proof. First of all let us choose the new scalar product and, as a result, 
the new Gram operator according to all the conditions of the reduction 
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lemma. Then let us construct an invariant subspace 9 of the operator G, 
such that the form [e, * ]]y is definite (i.e. positive or negative only) and 
singular and the operator G,Ip has a simple spectrum. Let us express the set 
cr(GIIY) \ IO] in the form a(G,Iy) \ (0) = I &;=I U {v,}r=,, where 
{ p,IT= 1 n {y,I~= 1 = 4, and 
(13) 
Let {e,}z= 1 and {f”}z= 1 be two orthonormalized [according to (*, * >, 1 
eigenvector systems for the eigenvalue systems { p,}T= 1 and {v,]:= 1 respec- 





2npI = y> A 2 2n = 2” ’ Bg, = Angn, 
n = 1,2,... . 
A direct verification shows that the system {g,}F= 1 is a G-orthonormalized 
system and its linear span is everywhere dense in 9’. Next, the operator B is 
G-positive and completely continuous as an operator acting on 9’. In fact, 
n = 1,2,... . 
Next, by virtue of (13) there exists a vector x E 9 such that 
x = fi 2k&(g2k-1 + &k). 
k=l 
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Then Bx = Cz=, [&(gzn_l + g2J + v,,g,,l. Since 
k = 1,2,..., 
the decomposition (12) diverges in this case. By virtue of the existence lemma 
the rest is plain. ??
Theorems 9 and 10 show that the condition of regularity of the form [*, * ] 
in the Kiihne theorem [2] is essential. 
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